Host Tim says:
Captain MacLeod has phased off the Dublin's bridge.  All contact has been lost with Commander Adams-MacLeod's away team.  The Klingon ship has been tractored away from its impact course with the moon.  There were no survivors on the Klingon ship and the bodies have been transported to the Dublin's morgue.

Host Tim says:
Unbeknown to the crew the Mauro and Cassie are in a clear tank of liquid, scantily clad; each with a breathing apparatus. They are awake, alert but immobile.

Host Tim says:
<<<Resume Mission; Finders of Lost Children, episode # 7>>>

CSO_LtJG_Wildstar says:
::at the science station analyzing the last transmission of Commander Adams:: XO: I'll run the transmission once again to detect which frequencies she could send the message.

FCO_Cmdr_Adams-MacLeod says:
# :: floats in the tank, trying to get Mackie's attention as he floats next to her ::

CO_Capt_MacLeod says:
#::is now inside a tank full of liquid, very very dizzy, attempting hard to regain consciousness::

XO_Cmdr_Jakiel says:
::directs the Klingon to take care of destroying the Klingon ship after it is sent off and send the Klingon bodies off into space::

FCO_Cmdr_Adams-MacLeod says:
#:: looks over towards Mackie and tries to move her arms ::

CO_Capt_MacLeod says:
#::blinks several times, still trying to wake up::

Host Delon says:
#<Osiris> Aloud: Biochemical analysis complete. Subjects ready for transfer. Transport when ready.

OPS_Ens_MacGoo says:
::Keeps working on establishing comm with Commander Adams' Away Team::

XO_Cmdr_Jakiel says:
CSO:  Go ahead and meet the away team in the transporter when you have that setup.

CO_Capt_MacLeod says:
#::with a very weak voice, still not recognizing who's next to him:: FCO:  What happened?....

CSO_LtJG_Wildstar says:
XO: Yes ma’am. But I have another suggestion. Maybe it is a good idea to the Doctor to run an autopsy in some of the bodies to find out what killed them.

FCO_Cmdr_Adams-MacLeod says:
#:: hears Osiris and wonders who he is talking to ::

CO_Capt_MacLeod says:
#::realizes he can't move, and for a moment he panics::

CSO_LtJG_Wildstar says:
XO: We also should try to learn more about the Klingon's logs.

Host Evyn says:
#Aloud: Very good, Osiris. Your purpose is complete for now. Sleep.


FCO_Cmdr_Adams-MacLeod says:
#:: hears Mackie's voice and strains to see him :: CO: We are prisoners Mackie. I don't know where though.

XO_Cmdr_Jakiel says:
CSO:  Yes, excellent idea.  *Dr Taurek*:  Please keep two bodies for a thorough autopsy...especially a complete neural scan and let me know what you find immediately.

CO_Capt_MacLeod says:
#::notices that Cassie is there:: FCO:  Cas!  ::debating, still trying to get loose::

FCO_Cmdr_Adams-MacLeod says:
# CO: Never mind trying to free yourself Mackie. We've been immobilized somehow.

Host Evyn says:
#<Osiris> ::slips into digital oblivion::

XO_Cmdr_Jakiel says:
<Dr Taurek> *CMO*:  I have already anticipated your request, sir, and the scans are nearly finished.  I will report to you shortly.

CO_Capt_MacLeod says:
#::finally controls the panic feeling, breathes slowly::  FCO:  Are you alright?

CSO_LtJG_Wildstar says:
XO: Ma’am, I got it. I can pinpoint now the exactly location of the transmission. Send coordinates to the transporter room.

FCO_Cmdr_Adams-MacLeod says:
#:: in a calm voice :: CO: I seem to be fine. What about you?

XO_Cmdr_Jakiel says:
::is very worried about sending more to the moon facility::  CSO:  Good.  I've directed Harker and her team to bring equipment to try and penetrate the building's walls too.

CO_Capt_MacLeod says:
#FCO:  Me too...  ::looks around, analyzing the place... whatever he can see through the glass::  FCO:  Did I hear the name Osiris?

Host Evyn says:
#FCO/CO: Well now, the sovereign and his mate are finally here. As my servant has previously stated, you are welcome to Tou'Vor'och.

FCO_Cmdr_Adams-MacLeod says:
# :: hears another voice :: Voice: Who are you?

Host Evyn says:
#FCO: In life, I was called Dr. Evyn Strauss. Evyn will do for now.

FCO_Cmdr_Adams-MacLeod says:
# :: looks at Mackie and nods::

FCO_Cmdr_Adams-MacLeod says:
#Evyn: In life? You're not alive now?

Host Delon says:
#ACTION: A holographic display appears in front of the CO and FCO showing the Dublin near the moon.

CO_Capt_MacLeod says:
#::looks at the display and sees the Dublin::


FCO_Cmdr_Adams-MacLeod says:
# :: sees the image of the Dublin :: Evyn: That's our ship!

CO_Capt_MacLeod says:
#Evyn:  What do you want with us, Doctor Strauss?

Host Evyn says:
#CO/FCO: Behold. They worry intensely for you both. I do so hate to see your species agitated. Perhaps you wish to speak with them?

CO_Capt_MacLeod says:
#::feeling a bit claustrophobic for not being able to move::

FCO_Cmdr_Adams-MacLeod says:
#Evyn: The Captain needs to speak to the ship......please.

CO_Capt_MacLeod says:
#Evyn:  Aye...

XO_Cmdr_Jakiel says:
CSO: Dr T'Pala is already with the away team.  I think a physician needs to investigate the facility too.

CSO_LtJG_Wildstar says:
XO: I'll meet the AT right away ma’am. I think a doctor should go with us just in case of someone is injured. ::controlling himself not to show but the XO can clearly sense very high emotions like anxiety, afraid or happiness about going on th AT. Also a crying for help::

OPS_Ens_MacGoo says:
XO: Incoming comm ma'am... from the planet.

FCO_Cmdr_Adams-MacLeod says:
# :: tries to move the rebreather a little as it's become a bit uncomfortable ::

XO_Cmdr_Jakiel says:
CSO:  Good luck.  ::thinks twice about sending Wildstar in his current state of emotions::

OPS_Ens_MacGoo says:
XO: Put it on the view screen ma'am?

CO_Capt_MacLeod says:
#::waits patiently::

XO_Cmdr_Jakiel says:
::looks sharply at OPS::  OPS:  Do it!

OPS_Ens_MacGoo says:
::Puts the planetary communication on the view screen and attempts to locate the source::

CSO_LtJG_Wildstar says:
SO: Venture, you have the science now. Keep a link open to me all the time. I want to know everything about the communications with this alien.

CSO_LtJG_Wildstar says:
<Venture> CSO: Yes sir.

OPS_Ens_MacGoo says:
::Speaks over shoulder:: XO: It's coming from that spire your team was at.

Host Evyn says:
#FCO/CO/COM: Dublin: Perhaps this pleases you all now, yes?


FCO_Cmdr_Adams-MacLeod says:
# :: stares at the holo-image as she waits for the next move ::

XO_Cmdr_Jakiel says:
::steps forward, closer to the view screen and gasps at the scene. The Captain and his wife in the liquid::  COM: Evyn:  What have you done?!

FCO_Cmdr_Adams-MacLeod says:
# :: sees the bridge of the Dublin and Tessa ::

CO_Capt_MacLeod says:
#COM: Dublin:  Commander...  ::talks with some difficult::

OPS_Ens_MacGoo says:
::Jaw drops as he stares at the CO and FCO floating in a translucent fluid in a large tank::

Host Delon says:
#ACTION: The CO and FCO's hair start dissolving in the fluids.

XO_Cmdr_Jakiel says:
COM: Mauro/FCO:  Are you alright?

OPS_Ens_MacGoo says:
::rubs his own hair as he sees the Captain's and FCO's hair begin dissolving::

CSO_LtJG_Wildstar says:
::walks to the turbolift and when turned just got to see the Captain and the FCO:: Computer: Transporter room one. Fast and non stop.

CO_Capt_MacLeod says:
#COM: Dublin:  We are... fine...  considering everything.

FCO_Cmdr_Adams-MacLeod says:
# :: sees her blonde hair floating by her face and gulps ::

FCO_Cmdr_Adams-MacLeod says:
#COM: Dublin: Tessa, the children....alright?

XO_Cmdr_Jakiel says:
::barely holds back her anger at the sight:: COM: Evyn:  What would ever give you the idea I would be pleased by this?  I want their release immediately!

XO_Cmdr_Jakiel says:
::feels like crying, fearing for the children in particular and now Mauro and Cassie::  COM: CO/FCO:  I have them...sequestered, yes.

CSO_LtJG_Wildstar says:
<Venture> XO: Ma’am?

CO_Capt_MacLeod says:
#::looks at his wife and sees her hair dissolving::

Host Evyn says:
#FCO/CO/COM: Dublin: XO: Did I say I was pleased? Do you find me mad, Commander Jakiel? I am...nothing more than an explorer, much like your Starfleet claims to be.

OPS_Ens_MacGoo says:
::wonders where the rest of the FCO's team is::

CO_Capt_MacLeod says:
#Evyn:  Explorers do not kidnap people for their own good, Evyn!


FCO_Cmdr_Adams-MacLeod says:
#Evyn: Please let us go. We have a family on the ship. :: pleads ::

CO_Capt_MacLeod says:
#::breathes with difficult, tries to calm down::

CO_Capt_MacLeod says:
#Evyn:  What is the reason for all this?

OPS_Ens_MacGoo says:
::Attempts to get a transport lock on the CO and FCO; isn't sure that they are even near that spire::

Host Evyn says:
#FCO/CO/COM: Dublin: Freedom, Captain MacLeod. I desire to be released from my...imprisonment.

CO_Capt_MacLeod says:
#::takes a deep breath before speaking::  Evyn:  And why do you consider that having us trapped in here would be of any good for you?

XO_Cmdr_Jakiel says:
::closes her eyes for a second, trying to calm down...looks back at the view screen.  Has sensed that Evyn is speaking in half truths and discounts what he's saying:: COM: Evyn: Yes, Evyn, explorers don't take other people hostage.  Why did you do this?

OPS_Ens_MacGoo says:
::Sees his scans being dispersed::

CO_Capt_MacLeod says:
#Evyn:  Why are you... restrained?  ::listens carefully::

Host Evyn says:
#FCO/CO/COM: Dublin: Humans are the missing link to the aliens I once cared for.

OPS_Ens_MacGoo says:
XO: The shield around that spire is blocking my scans.

XO_Cmdr_Jakiel says:
COM: Evyn:  Listen to me Evyn...you need a hostage then?  ::thinks of the MacLeod children and takes another step closer to the view screen::  Evyn?  I will offer myself instead, if you will give the Dublin back all of it's people.

FCO_Cmdr_Adams-MacLeod says:
#Evyn: What aliens are you talking about?

CO_Capt_MacLeod says:
#::again looks at his wife, would give anything to reach her and hold her now::

Host Evyn says:
#FCO/CO/COM: Dublin: I have been observing what you classify as homo sapiens for over 1,000 of your solar cyclic years. More than enough time to find a genetic bridge to the Progenitors.

CO_Capt_MacLeod says:
#::listens to the XO's offer::  XO:  No!

CSO_LtJG_Wildstar says:
*XO*: We are ready to be beamed down ma’am. ::standing with the attitude::

XO_Cmdr_Jakiel says:
::listens to the discussion and has a sinking a feeling now, speaks quietly to her combadge::  *Dr Taurek*:  It is imperative that you awaken So'Quon...

OPS_Ens_MacGoo says:
::Looks over his right shoulder to see who is manning the science station back there.::

Host Evyn says:
#FCO/CO/COM: Dublin: No deals, Commander. ::chuckles:: Oh, my. Quite the brave little first officer you have, Captain.

FCO_Cmdr_Adams-MacLeod says:
# :: looks over at Mackie ::

FCO_Cmdr_Adams-MacLeod says:
#Evyn: What are you going to do with us?

CO_Capt_MacLeod says:
#Evyn:  Do you think we have something to do with those progenitors?  Why?

XO_Cmdr_Jakiel says:
::shakes her head in disbelief::  COM: Evyn:  Evyn....medical experimentation on humanoids is horribly unethical.   Have you done this before?

Host Evyn says:
#FCO/CO/COM: Dublin: Release you, of course. I bear you no malice....unless you force my hand.

OPS_Ens_MacGoo says:
::mutters:: Self: Ok... this AT is going to that moon and the pictures are coming from the planet.. what's with that? ::shrugs::

CO_Capt_MacLeod says:
#Evyn: Release us?  ::thinks in a way to tell Tessa the doctor's name::

XO_Cmdr_Jakiel says:
<Dr Taurek>  ::emotionlessly readies a stimulant in the hypo and calculates an effective dose according to what he learned last time and administers it, watching the prone Kressari carefully::

CO_Capt_MacLeod says:
#::what a better way than simply....::  Evyn:  Release us from what, Doctor Strauss?

XO_Cmdr_Jakiel says:
*CSO*:  Go ahead and beam down.  We'll try to knock out the shielding too.

Host Tim says:
ACTION: THE CSO'S TEAM IS BEAMED TO THE MOON FACILITY

Host Evyn says:
#FCO/CO/COM: Dublin: The vessel you once called NCC-1701-D discovered and unlocked the genetic puzzle of the Progenitors from billions of your years ago. Your Starfleet is well aware of their extinct race.

CSO_LtJG_Wildstar says:
@::grab his tricorder as everyone in the AT is doing::

Host Evyn says:
#FCO/CO/COM: Dublin: Release you from this ship, Captain MacLeod. Tou'Vor'och is a mobile civilization.

FCO_Cmdr_Adams-MacLeod says:
#Evyn: What does that have to do with us and keeping the Captain and myself prisoners?

XO_Cmdr_Jakiel says:
SO:  Would it be possible to hit the moon's shielding with a low level phaser? And what do you think the outcome would be?

OPS_Ens_MacGoo says:
Tries to analyze the shield around the spire in order to scan for CO and FCO::

CSO_LtJG_Wildstar says:
@MO: Do you detect any life signs? Or bodies?

XO_Cmdr_Jakiel says:
SO:  Look up the vessel and the medical information Evyn is referring to.  I want to see it immediately.

FCO_Cmdr_Adams-MacLeod says:
# :: looks at Mackie again :: Evyn: We are on a ship?

CSO_LtJG_Wildstar says:
@::trying to detect any source of power::

Host Evyn says:
#FCO/CO/COM: Dublin: Commander Adams and Captain MacLeod, you were brought here to confirm my theory. Now I know it is possible to resurrect the Progenitors through your species.

OPS_Ens_MacGoo says:
::Wonders why the XO wants to hit the moon facilities shields... didn't the CSO gain access via that frequency?:::

OPS_Ens_MacGoo says:
::is getting quite confused::

CO_Capt_MacLeod says:
#FCO:  He must be speaking of that incident when Captain Jellico was commanding the Enterprise...  I vaguely recall...

XO_Cmdr_Jakiel says:
COM: Evyn: Wait!  My specialty is genetics, please tell me more...before you do anything to our people.  Why humans?  My race has its beginnings from humans also.

FCO_Cmdr_Adams-MacLeod says:
#Evyn: How are you planning on doing that Evyn?

CSO_LtJG_Wildstar says:
<Venture>XO: Right now, Sir.

FCO_Cmdr_Adams-MacLeod says:
#CO: I don't remember that Mackie.

OPS_Ens_MacGoo says:
::Stares at the console:: XO: Ma'am... getting another transmission... a set of coordinates.

CSO_LtJG_Wildstar says:
<Venture>::looking in to the database for the information and showing to XO::

CO_Capt_MacLeod says:
#FCO:  They have deciphered a message from those who are considered the progenitors of life.

Host Delon says:
#ACTION: Several spotlights turns on revealing dozens upon dozens of similar fluid tanks just like Mauro and Cassie's. There are several people in each tank.

CO_Capt_MacLeod says:
#Evyn:  Through what process?  ::looks around and sees several tanks::

CO_Capt_MacLeod says:
#Self:  Oh boy...

FCO_Cmdr_Adams-MacLeod says:
# :: can see the other tanks now,  and the people inside ::

OPS_Ens_MacGoo says:
XO: Don't know what they are for but it's on the planet near the spire... about where your Away Team was before.

Host Evyn says:
#FCO/CO/COM: Dublin: I attempted to conduct my experiment through them. Your missing Starfleet personnel. Members of the USS Gnu and Sirsus I believe.

FCO_Cmdr_Adams-MacLeod says:
#Evyn: Are they still alive then? :: meaning the others in the tanks ::

CO_Capt_MacLeod says:
#::looks around and sees several humans and other species... do not recognize any one of them::  Evyn:  Are they dead?

XO_Cmdr_Jakiel says:
::swallows at that statement::  COM: Evyn:  How many from the Gnu did you experiment on?

Host Evyn says:
#FCO/CO/COM: Dublin: I cloned them all and performed my experiments through the ones Commander Adams saw on the moon facility.

XO_Cmdr_Jakiel says:
OPS:  No clue as to who is sending those coordinates?  ::tries to decide why those coordinates are being sent and suspecting a deception from Evyn::

Host Evyn says:
#FCO/CO/COM: Dublin: Which reminds me...I see you sent more visitors to my lab. How unfortunate, given that I was about to purge the entire building of undesirable life.

FCO_Cmdr_Adams-MacLeod says:
#Evyn: Have you cloned us as well?

OPS_Ens_MacGoo says:
XO: Negative ma'am.

CO_Capt_MacLeod says:
#::waits for Evyn's answer to Cassie's question::

OPS_Ens_MacGoo says:
XO: I have a good lock on the CSO's team.

OPS_Ens_MacGoo says:
XO: Scanning that moon facility... haven't found the CO or FCO yet.

CTO_Lt_Harker says:
@CSO: Lets do wait we came for and get out of here...

XO_Cmdr_Jakiel says:
COM: Evyn:  Evyn, no!  Don't do that.  Can't you send my people back?  I told you...I will willingly come there.  I would like to see your work...I have the knowledge to understand it.

CO_Capt_MacLeod says:
#COM: Dublin: Tessa, take them out of there!

CTO_Lt_Harker says:
@CSO: Any sign of the FCO or her team?

OPS_Ens_MacGoo says:
XO:  Ma'am!  If I'm reading this correctly that moon facility generator is running away... it's overloading.

OPS_Ens_MacGoo says:
XO: Bring them back?

XO_Cmdr_Jakiel says:
OPS: Can you beam them out?

CTO_Lt_Harker says:
::Scans for location of power source as she waits for CSO's response.::

OPS_Ens_MacGoo says:
XO: Oh yeah.

Host Evyn says:
#FCO: You will not be cloned...but the pests abroad shall die.

CSO_LtJG_Wildstar says:
@CTO: Let's head this way. I just detect a fusion generator.

OPS_Ens_MacGoo says:
::Locks on all of the CSO's AT and waits for the XO's command::

XO_Cmdr_Jakiel says:
TO:  Hit the moon shielding with the phasers.  Low level.  See if that will knock the shielding out.  We have no choice...

XO_Cmdr_Jakiel says:
OPS:  Beam them now!

CTO_Lt_Harker says:
@::Shuts tricorder and readies phaser.:: CSO: Sounds like a plan.

OPS_Ens_MacGoo says:
::Beams the CSO's team back to the Dublin::

CO_Capt_MacLeod says:
#Evyn:  Evyn, please...  they are concerned about us.  There is no need to kill to prove your point.

FCO_Cmdr_Adams-MacLeod says:
#Evyn: Pests?

CTO_Lt_Harker says:
<TO_McCann>XO: Yes Ma’am. ::readies phasers at low level, aims and fires.::

Host Evyn says:
#::ignores and watches the event play out::

Host Tim says:
ACTION: CSO, CTO ET AL ARE BEAMED BACK TO THE DUBLIN

CTO_Lt_Harker says:
::Looks around confused.::

CTO_Lt_Harker says:
*XO*: What’s going on?

CSO_LtJG_Wildstar says:
*XO*: Ma’am, what happened?

OPS_Ens_MacGoo says:
XO: Got them all ma'am.

XO_Cmdr_Jakiel says:
*CSO*:  Did you send us coordinates?

Host Delon says:
@ACTION: The facility is disintegrated in a massive nuclear explosion just after the AT is beamed away.

CTO_Lt_Harker says:
<TO_McCann>XO: Ma’am I..."::is blinded temp. by the explosion.::

OPS_Ens_MacGoo says:
::Flinches at the readings on his console:: XO: Ma'am... that generator blew.

CO_Capt_MacLeod says:
#Evyn:  Damn you, Evyn!

OPS_Ens_MacGoo says:
::Really, really hopes the CO and FCO where on the moon::

FCO_Cmdr_Adams-MacLeod says:
#Evyn: What are you going to do with us and the rest of these people?

CO_Capt_MacLeod says:
#COM: Dublin:  Tessa, can you hear me?  What's happening?

OPS_Ens_MacGoo says:
::looks up and sees the CO and FCO are still on the view screen::

CSO_LtJG_Wildstar says:
*XO*: I believe you have because I was in a permanent connection with the SO and science station.

Host Evyn says:
#CO: Why do you anger, Captain? They were only clones, and your crew had cleverly bypassed my shields, just as I desired.

OPS_Ens_MacGoo says:
::Gulps and exhales... didn't know he was holding his breath::

CTO_Lt_Harker says:
*XO*:Ma’am what’s going on, what’s happened? Do you have news of the FCO?

XO_Cmdr_Jakiel says:
OPS:  We have our team, I felt them come aboard.

CTO_Lt_Harker says:
::desperate to get back to it, she is concerned.::

Host Evyn says:
#FCO/CO: Enough. It is time you were properly dressed as before.

XO_Cmdr_Jakiel says:
COM: CO:  Yes, we have our people back.

CSO_LtJG_Wildstar says:
::running to the bridge::

CO_Capt_MacLeod says:
#::breathes in relief::

Host Evyn says:
#ACTION: The CO and FCO are beamed out of the tank and their breathing gear and find themselves rematerialized just outside it in their uniforms, albeit with no body hair whatsoever.

OPS_Ens_MacGoo says:
::Wonders why he bothers to report to the XO since she can sense "everything"::

FCO_Cmdr_Adams-MacLeod says:
# :: looks at Mackie and runs into his arms :: CO: Oh Mackie!

CO_Capt_MacLeod says:
#::materializes out of the tank back into his uniform...  hairless::

Host Evyn says:
#FCO/CO/COM: Dublin: This charade is over! Where the Klingons failed to do so, you shall release me from my torment!

CSO_LtJG_Wildstar says:
SO: Thank you, I have the science now.

OPS_Ens_MacGoo says:
::points at the view screen:: XO: Ma'am...

XO_Cmdr_Jakiel says:
*CTO*:  The one called Evyn has them.  Report to the bridge immediately.

CO_Capt_MacLeod says:
#::holds her wife::  FCO:  Are you alright?

FCO_Cmdr_Adams-MacLeod says:
# :: holds onto Mackie :: CO: I'm fine dear .

CTO_Lt_Harker says:
::tosses off the winter gear.::*XO*: Understood. ::heads to the bridge at a run after telling the AT to stand down and wait for further instructions.::

XO_Cmdr_Jakiel says:
OPS:  The scans don't show the Captain's signature anywhere?

FCO_Cmdr_Adams-MacLeod says:
#:: turns to speak to Evyn :: Evyn: So what do you want us to do now?

OPS_Ens_MacGoo says:
XO: Ma'am... still can't penetrate those shields.

OPS_Ens_MacGoo says:
XO: Perhaps we can disrupt them some how?

XO_Cmdr_Jakiel says:
COM: Evyn:  Evyn, please don't.  Tell me what the torture is that you're in.  We have our own medical facility here too.

Host Evyn says:
#FCO/CO/COM: Dublin: Commander Jakiel, prepare your vessel to conduct a...drilling operation. ::slight chuckle::

OPS_Ens_MacGoo says:
::Ut oh... that can't be good::

FCO_Cmdr_Adams-MacLeod says:
# CO: Did he say drilling?

CSO_LtJG_Wildstar says:
XO: I'll try to penetrate the spire. ::scanning for the magnetic shield around it::

CTO_Lt_Harker says:
::arrives on the bridge and takes over from McCann at tactical.::

CO_Capt_MacLeod says:
#::frowns::  COM: Dublin:  Commander, do you know where we are?  The planet, perhaps?

XO_Cmdr_Jakiel says:
CTO:  Shields at maximum.  Rien:  Prepare to move us away.  CSO:  Check those coordinates to see where they are located.

CO_Capt_MacLeod says:
#FCO:  That was what I heard...

OPS_Ens_MacGoo says:
::Checks shield status since the last transport::

FCO_Cmdr_Adams-MacLeod says:
<Rien>XO: Aye ma'am.

CTO_Lt_Harker says:
XO: Yes Ma’am. ::raises shields.::

CSO_LtJG_Wildstar says:
XO: Yes ma’am.

OPS_Ens_MacGoo says:
::Sighs with relief seeing the shields are up::

XO_Cmdr_Jakiel says:
COM: Evyn:  This is not a game Evyn...release my people!

Host Delon says:
#ACTION: The Spire ignites brightly as 7 more polaron orbs appear from around it, just as it happened before the Gnu's destruction.

Host Delon says:
<<<Pause Mission>>>
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